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Social work with 
unaccompanied asylum 
seeking young people

Sculpture by Kalliopi Lemos, Spital Square, 
London, September 2020
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This presentation
u Young asylum seekers bring life to destination countries
u You want to make opportunities for young asylum seekers to 

live well in a world worth living in

Focus: my past, present and future research
u An appreciative positioning of social work practices with 

unaccompanied minors
u A Digital Notebook when working with young asylum 

seekers
u A project on Relational Wellbeing in the lives of young 

refugees
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One issue

How to bring the 
dignity of an 
ordinary life to 
young people in 
extraordinarily 
difficult 
circumstances

What if our 
differences are 
not an obstacle to 
be overcome, but 
rather a resource 
for new ways of 
solving problems?

One question

Kenneth Gergen, 2017
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Social work and 
unaccompanied 
asylum seeking
young people: 
things I learnt 
from 
practitioners

We step towards someone who 
needs help

We step into complexity, and look 
beyond simple positions of good 
and bad

We don’t give up. We find a way 
round and through obstacles

We try to make sure diversity has a 
happy life
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Political, Professional and Personal aspects 
of Practice

Professional

Political

Personal

• Thinking
• Knowing
• Feeling
• Being (who)
• Doing (how)
• Placing 

(where)
• Timing 

(when)
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Belonging SuccessSafety

acclimatise adapt participate absorb reciprocate

Success is hardly ever accidental

From staying alive to living on takes time 

Life is stubborn, and won’t give up on itself easily

Living requires reliable companions

Generosity lives alongside fear

Peace is made, not found
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Medics 

Teachers

Immigration

Lawyers

People who 
are missing

Therapists
People who 
are known to 
have died

Hidden 
friends & 
family

Living 
family 
members

Friends

Carers

Police

linking

bridging

bonding

SW

The territory of social 
work practice
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Stories and Silences: 
Didier Bertrand, 2000:96

Throughout their lives, refugees have hidden a certain part of their 
story, or highlighted their professional experiences (in order to be 
selected) or persecutions (in order to get refugee status), in an 
imaginary and creative way ….

Stories evolve over time. They move. They are punctuated by the 
sounds of silence 

Download for free: 
The Sound Of Silence: Listening to What Unaccompanied Asylum-
seeking Children Say and Do Not Say
https://academic.oup.com/bjsw/article/36/5/707/1645150
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https://academic.oup.com/bjsw/article/36/5/707/1645150
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Silences and stories: some key issues
u Silence and privacy: showing some worlds and not others

u Rehearsed ‘thin’ stories that hide thicker lives

u As a practitioner, how to ‘re-story’ damaged narratives

Silence occurs and means something all of the time…
Silence as
u leading to suspicion – deliberately mysterious
u resulting from trauma – ‘war silences children’
u as part of healing – ‘psychological hypothermia’

Silence is both burdensome and protective, and carries a functional 
distrust into the helper/helped relationship
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Where to place the story, and where 
the story takes place

Social encounters

Therapeutic 
encounters

Public service 
interviews

Asylum 
interviews

Open ended 
conversations

Tender stories

Watchful 
stories

Life and death 
stories

Adversarial 
questions: a 
microscope

Questions of 
interest and 
wonder: a 
wide-angle 

lens

suffering

need

reflections

pleasure
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With the 
support of :            
Erasmus+              

DCI Monaco

The Digital Notebook – Caring for 
Unaccompanied minors in France, 
Greece, Germany and Italy

https://www.apprentis-auteuil.com/digital_notebooks_for_social_work.html
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The European 
community of practice

Welcoming: 
borders that 

breathe
Explaining the 

rules Being resourceful

Laughter and 
fun: re-

establishing 
ordinary life

Working with 
complexity

Enduring with the 
child

Being human Holding the pain
Finding the child 
buried beneath 

the stories

Being subversiveBeing kindBringing life
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https://www.apprentis-auteuil.com/digital_notebooks_for_social_work.html
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Relational wellbeing in the lives of 
young refugees in Finland, Norway and 
the UK
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Why we are doing the Drawing Together
project: 2020 to 2023

u There are already many stories of the ways young refugees suffer

u There are fewer stories of how their life is quietly rebuilt after the 
drama of asylum is over, and they can resettle

u In this research project we look at their talents, plans and 
contributions to society in Finland, Norway ,and Scotland

u We want to show how they and people whom they value (Value 
Persons) can work together to live well in a world worth living in
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u How do young refugees build their lives with 
(the help of) other people?

u Who is the most important person for them 
now: ‘VALUE PERSON’?

u How do they show hospitality to other 
people? And what do they get from others 
in return (reciprocity)?

u What are their stories of hospitality and 
reciprocity in their childhood past and the 
Value Persons they remember? 

u How will they make a good future with 
others, and turn hopes into plans? 

What we are 
looking at
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How

u To talk individually
u To make maps
u To do art work
u To talk paired up wit ha 

‘Value Person’
u Three times each over 

the next 2 years 
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Questions

u What brought me here, and what do I hope to take forward 
from today?

u What do I do to make the lives of unaccompanied minors 
better? 

u What rewards do I get from this work?
u Who do I work alongside who give me hope?
u What stories am I part of about things going right when I work 

with unaccompanied children? 
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Links
u Kalliope Lemos
u http://kalliopilemos.com/
u https://gazelliarthouse.com/artists/30-kalliopi-lemos/overview/

u The Sound Of Silence: Listening to What Unaccompanied Asylum-seeking Children Say and Do 
Not Say

u https://academic.oup.com/bjsw/article/36/5/707/1645150

u Registering for the Digital Notebook
u https://www.apprentis-auteuil.com/digital_notebooks_for_social_work.html

u The Drawing Together Project
u https://www.drawingtogetherproject.org/
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http://kalliopilemos.com/
https://gazelliarthouse.com/artists/30-kalliopi-lemos/overview/
https://academic.oup.com/bjsw/article/36/5/707/1645150
https://www.apprentis-auteuil.com/digital_notebooks_for_social_work.html
https://www.drawingtogetherproject.org/

